
 

Entry by plane 

All travellers by air, except children under 12 years of age and travellers in transit, must have either a 

valid corona passport or a completed registration form (QR SpTH) upon entry. 

Entry WITH valid European corona passport 

The Danish/ Swedish corona passport is part of the European corona passport.  

The corona passport must state whether you have been vaccinated, previously infected, or tested 

negative. 

A full vaccination counts as two vaccines up to 270 days after receiving the second injection. The 

passport then expires and must be reactivated with a third vaccine. The corona passport with three 

vaccines is valid as an entry document 14 days after you have received the third vaccine.  

Previously infected must be able to present documentation for a positive PCR test that is at least 11 

days old and at the most 6 months old. This means that you can travel on the 12th day after a 

positive test result. 

Negative PCR or antigen test (rapid test). The PCR test must be taken a maximum of 72 hours before 

entry and the antigen test a maximum of 24 hours before entry. 

Travelers with a valid corona passport do not need to fill out the Spanish registration form. 

 

Access WITHOUT valid Corona passport 

Travelers traveling to Spain who do not have a valid corona passport must complete an electronic 

registration form before entering Spain. 

It is important that the form is filled in correctly with your information about completed vaccination, 

previous infection, or negative test (See documentation requirements according to the section 

"Entry WITH valid corona passport"). 

Once you have completed the registration form, you will receive a QR code, which must be 

presented upon boarding and upon arrival at the airport. The Spanish authorities may require you to 

provide the documentation for the information you have provided in the form. 

The form can be completed online no earlier than 48 hours before entry. You can find the form here 

or via the mobile application SpTH (both for Android and Apple). It is recommended to fill out the 

registration form via the website. A form must be completed for each person - also for children. 

If you have problems filling out the form, please contact the Spanish authorities with a picture of the 

error message to spth@sanidad.gob.es. It must be stated in the email whether you use the SPTH app 

or the website. 


